Measurement of the electric field induced into inhomogeneous volume conductors by magnetic coils: application to human spinal neurogeometry.
We measured the electric fields induced by round and figure "8" magnetic coils (MCs) in homogeneous and inhomogeneous volume conductors. In homogeneous media, the round MC held tangential (i.e., flat) to the volume conductor induced an annular electric field. When the round MC was held on-edge (i.e., orthogonal) to the volume conductor, the induced electric field consisted of two loops mainly parallel to the surface of the volume conductor and which approximated each other directly under the contacting edge of the MC. The tangentially oriented figure "8" MC similarly induced two electric field loops which approximated one another maximally under the region of the junction in its long axis. In a complex inhomogeneous volume conductor, such as a segment of human cervical-thoracic vertebral spine located eccentrically within a large cylindrical tank and submerged in isotonic saline, the direction of electric fields within the spinal canal and across the intervertebral neuroforamina was similar to that observed in the homogeneous volume conductor. However, in and near a single neuroforamen, the electric field and especially its first spatial derivative were markedly elevated compared to that recorded within the long central axis of the vertebral canal. Motor unit and compound muscle action potentials elicited in limb muscles by MC stimulation of human cervical spine confirmed predictions derived from the physical model. The predictions included: (1) absence of spinal cord stimulation compared to relative ease of nerve root stimulation by current that is most likely concentrated at the neuroforamina. When stimulating current is directed towards the periphery, the most likely low threshold site of stimulation is inferred to be just distal to the neuroforamina. It is emphasized that with supramaximal stimulation, more distal sites of excitation may occur; (2) invariant latency shifts at threshold intensities when moving the MC along the rostrocaudal axis of the cervical vertebral column; (3) significant effect (on motor unit activation thresholds) of the direction of induced current flow across the neuroforamina; (4) reduced stimulation when the targeted nerve roots are close to the null point of the electric field, i.e., between locations of high electric field intensity, of opposite polarity; and (5) relatively focal nerve root stimulation by the junction of a transversely orientated figure "8" MC, i.e., parallel to the nerve roots.